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Connectivity-as-a-service
in practice
As an offshore site manager, your finest job is to make sure that your project
progresses as planned. Many things need to come together to keep operations
running smoothly and without interruptions. To make your project a success,
communication is key!


Your team's welfare and performance depend on good, reliable connectivity.
Stakeholders need to be able to communicate and share data seamlessly
throughout your offshore project - from kick-off to finish. 


Since 2003, KJAER DATA has built its offshore experience with numerous
Connectivity-as-a-Service projects. In this paper, we share inspiration and
knowledge to help you succeed by establishing best-in-class connectivity
solutions.  


Ship online – Crew online
Offshore projects are demanding. Your team needs the best
conditions to perform. In our experience, the two most critical
factors for high performing teams are relaible high speed
internet and good food. It is quite simple, really: 

A happy crew performs!

Why your team needs realible internet when working offshor
We have come to expect full internet access 24/
When away, crew members expect to be able to talk to their familie
100% reliable internet supports both welfare and productivity

 

Why your crew needs the best of the best
Offshore crew members need to have the best possible conditions for
both work and free time in order to perform well during the duration of
their mission. So, how do we ensure that your crew members have the
opportunity to relax after a hard day’s work? Think about your own time
off. Do you talk to your family and friends after work? Maybe you enjoy
watching the news or streaming a movie? You could also be someone
who uses social media to relax? 


Not all people spend their free time doing the same things, but
regardless, being in contact with the world around you in some form or
another is essential for your wellbeing. Providing opportunities for your
offshore crew to do just that could turn out to be a great investment!

3 aspects of a top performing offshore crew

Food

Internet

Qualifications

Efficient crew
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Get offshore it right

An operational view on IT
Offshore IT is often specified to work for a given a period of time. 

This could lead to the conclusion that offshore projects only need the
bare basics for making the project run. We often face the question:

Why invest in high speed internet and a
supporting infrastrucutre when it is
demobilized within a few weeks and months?

To answer this question, you need to take an operational perspective
when investing in offshore IT and internet connectivity. Onshore, we
expect full availability in terms of uptime and hardware. If things go
wrong, we switch to alternative networks as 4G with our phones. 

No big deal. 



If the connection fails offshore, the potential threat to staff and
equipment and the associated economical loss may seriously affect
your project. If material damage occurs, transportation and repair are
both costly and time consuming. When operating offshore, you need
both a reliable high speed connection and a fast responsive support
capacity, to be in control of operational expenses (OPEX) and provide
your project and crew the best conditions for succeeding.




Offshore IT and internet connectivity is your
investment in business continuity:

As a general rule, think about your offshore IT and internet solution in
terms of risk reduction, monitoring and error correction, and the safety
and welfare of your crew. As we see it, ensuring seamless
communication and data transfer is at the core of any offshore project.

Decision Drivers - Decision Gap

!
Reduce the potential gap between onshore procurement
decisions and offshore connectivity needs. Through our year-long
experience, we can provide the information you need to build
your business case.

Onshore decision

Offshore needs

vs.

Onshore management


Project crew


Price sensitive 

Quality sensitive 

Low capacity 

High capacity 

Bare minimum 

Full flexibility 

90% uptime

100% uptime
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Reflections on onsite
knowledge and support
In general, you will need some basic knowledge of your IT
infrastructure onsite to keep operations running. In every offshore
project and phase, the need for support varies. Thus, the scope and
scale of support needed is important to consider in every project.


No matter the size or complexity of your project, you must consider
some aspects of support your project needs either on- or off site:

Consider the scope of support needed:
24/7 Helpdesk solution

Cyber security solution

System monitoring and alerts

Emergency on shelf stock
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Secure the right conditions
for your offshore project
Make IT a top priority
Getting IT right the first time will save you a lot of money and
troubles. So how do you make sure to choose the right IT- and
connectivity infrastructure? It comes down to three
recommendations:
1

Explore user scenarios and requirements

2

Calculate the risk associated with loss of connection – or poor
connection

3

Perform a site survey to ensure the best possible mix of carriers
and internet setup. All these elements should be considered when
drafting your business case for your IT- and connectivity setup.

Consider the need for support in your project
Before choosing your IT solution, consider your project’s
operating conditions. Reflect on which critical IT situations you
might encounter and what actions should be taken. E.g. is a 24
hour downtime acceptable or do you need instant recovery? In
short, assess the conditions of your project and ensure you have
the right support capacity - either on- or offsite.

Ask your crew
Experience has taught us – as solution providers – that taking
your time to ask the end-user often unveils new important
requirements, adding considerable value to the solution.
Talking to the actual end-users helps us either validate or toss
away any assumptions about their needs and use patterns,
making the solution fit for purpose.

Know your
offshore project
The circumstances of your projects define
your IT needs

No two offshore projects are completely identical. In every project,
there are variations, which are instrumental in defining the exact IT- and
connectivity needs. We have listed some of the conditions:


1

Is your project offshore, near shore, or a global operation?

2

How many crew members should you provide internet for?

3

Which applications do you need to run?

4

Required level of IT secutity?
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Offshore, near shore, or truly global
operations?
Start by asking yourself: Where and on what scale is this project going
to be operating? How far away from shore are you planning to be
operating? Is it near shore, or placed deep in international waters? Is it
moving around or on a more permanant installation? Answering these
questions is part of defining composition and scale of your
connectivity setup.

How many crew members should you
provide the internet for?
In relation to the previous question, the scale and setup also relate to
the number of crew members involved in the project. Consider their
needs and requirements – both when they’re at work and when it’s
their time off.

1 - 99 crew
members

+200 crew
members

Windmills,
substations,
etc.

What applications: software and data?
The conditions which define your IT needs can be divided into two parts:

1

The things that have to do with your business, your project
– in other words, your work and area of expertise

2

The things that have to do with the IT system and internet
infrastructure itself – the technical part. Software, data, etc. are,
of course, equally relevant factors, when it comes to IT –
onshore and offshore.

Level of IT security?
IT setup equals security. There are loads of different levels, methods,
and most importantly needs to be met, when it comes to securing your
data and your crew members. We especially look at risk factors and
scenarios, which can help us figure out how to ensure your IT safety.

!

KEY QUESTIONS FOR MAKING
THE RIGHT, STRATEGIC IT CHOICE:
Where and on what scale are you operating?


How many crew members are you providing
the internet for?


What kind of software and data?


Which security level is required?
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Connectivity- 
as-a-service
Your operations connected with a One-Box solution

Our One-Box solution, as the name suggests, is a simple setup that
requires minimal resources from you and your business. We have
designed and developed this solution to ensure that it easily fits all
your needs, ensuring a user-friendly experience in all aspects. Let us
give you 5 reasons to equip your offshore operations with Connectivityas-a-Service:

Instant

response

Real-time

monitoring

GVO 

certified

Emergency
stock

Day 1 

connectivity

Missions One-Box are suited for
The One-Box is suited for just about any type of operation you have in
front of you. The setup, however, differs according to the scale and
number of crew members involved, and also if we are providing
internet and connectivity for the offshore bases themselves – like
windmills and substations.

1 - 99 crew
members

+200 crew
members

Windmills,
substations, etc.

Range of One-Box services
Our One-Box services are scaleable and tailored to fit all kinds of
projects, business operations, and locations. We will help you scope
your project, and define the solution to meet your requirements.
Upon your approval, we will engage with your team/site and make
sure implementation runs smoothly. In short - One-Box is connectivity
made easy!

the One-Box process

1.

2.

3.

Site survey

Project scope

Mobilization

thorough understanding of

Analysis

5.
Demobilization

You do your work. We are

We make sure to get a
the project site

4.
In operation

We design the One-Box

Design 1. draft

We install the One-Box

Implementation

supportive if anything is

We make everything look

needed.

like

Run

before

Disassem

bly of the

setup
IT governance

Workshop

Proof-of-concept

Proactive

Compliance rules

Design of setup

Implementation

Reactive

Existing infrastructure

Project planning

Functional testing

Service re

Project organisation

Timeline

Demands and success

Service windows

We leave the site as

criteria
Risk assessment
Documentation

quests 

(Add-ons to your
existing setup )

it was
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One-Box

services
One-Box is individually configured for your operations.

Included basic support

+One services

Add-ons

Basic support

Weekdays from
08:00 - 16:00

Network security support

Patch management
support & log analysis

Basic support on your current
setup. Reach us through phone,
mail or remote support.

Availability and uptime.

Firewall maintenance

Log analysis, firmware
updates, patch
management, best
practices assesment

Printer

Printer system support

Get printer support via mail or 

the phone.

Security

Configuration of firewall
and endpoints

Threats and traffic analysis,

monthly firewall stresstest and
reporting.

Firewall, Endpoints.

24/7 support

Extended support

Onsite server capacity

Local storage on-site

Get support around the clock
every day.

We provide a server setup for
backup and large file handling.

On site support

Physical support on
project site

Backup

Secure data with an
onsite backup.

We reach you as fast as possible.

Response within few hours.

Want to
know more?

Feel free to reach out and have a chat with us
about anything, you might want to ask us. We will
do our best to answer your questions.

Get in touch
Contact information: 
 
KJAER DATA

Hollufgårds Allé 1-3,

5220 Odense SØ, 

Denmark

Telephone: +45 63 10 12 00

Email: mail@kjaer-data.com
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Kjaer Data
Work smarter – that is our daily goal. We help
facilitate an easier and more efficient work day in
which IT becomes part of your solution and not
part of your challenge.

Work smarter lies in our DNA. We are an agile group of individuals, who
are proud to solve many of the tasks others say no to.



At KJAER DATA you will meet a flat organization, a direct approach to
tasks and many years of expertise. We communicate with focus on
value and solutions, avoiding unnecessary tech talk. It is our job to
make sure you can focus on running your business and projects.  



We have been striving to do this since the company was founded in
Denmark in 2003. We value long term cooperation and relationships,
and luckily, so do our customers!



Contact us to learn more about how we make your business 

our business!
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